City of Ypsilanti
Planning and Development Department
November 2018
Staff Review of Variance Application
Cultivate Coffee & Tap House Improvements
307 N River
Sidewalks
Off-Street Parking Layout & Construction
Parking Screening & Landscaping
Parking Dimensions
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Ryan Wallace
Cultivate Coffee and Tap House
307 N River St
Ypsilanti, MI 48198

Project:

Cultivate Coffee & Tap House Improvements

Application Date:

November 1, 2018

Location:

Depot Town, on the south-west corner of North River and Photo.

Zoning:

Center

Actions
Requested:

Approval of variance from §122-672 to permit development without
the addition or reconstruction of a sidewalk or payment of fee-in-lieu

Staff Recommendation: Denial
Approval of variance from §122-683 to permit ingress and egress to
the site that is not offset from Ninde St or a commercial driveway
(122-683(b)), no striping (gravel area only) (122-683(i)), no wheel
stops (center aisle of paved area) (122-683(j));

Staff Recommendation: Approval of a lesser variance
Approval of variance from §122-684 to omit the required off-street
parking landscaping

Staff Recommendation: Denial
Approval of variance from §122-685 to allow more than 20% of the
parking provided be designated small car spaces and abbreviated
maneuvering aisle widths

Staff Recommendation: Denial
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PROJECT AND SITE DESCRIPTION
Cultivate Coffee & Tap House (“Cultivate”) is located in the former Ted’s Auto Electric, and has
been in operation since early 2015. In 2016, they expanded their parking area to the west of
the existing parking, and created an outdoor service area to the west of the existing building.
This site plan submittal is in furtherance of coming into conformance with the ordinance. This
issue is currently under review with the Administrative Hearings Bureau.
307 N River is zoned Center, which allows for bars and restaurants, as well as outdoor cafés,
as permitted and accessory uses, respectively. Outdoor cafés are subject to specific standards
found in 122-540. There are no parking minimums in the Center district. This application has
not yet undergone full Site Plan review, including engineering review; this means that the
method and location of paving (including use of gravel) is as yet hypothetical, as these choices
are greatly influenced by stormwater standards.
A site plan application was submitted in March, and tabled by Planning Commission to allow the
applicant time to revise their drawings. The applicant is now seeking four variances:
(1) to permit development without the addition or reconstruction of a sidewalk or payment
of fee-in-lieu as required by 122-672;
(2) to permit ingress and egress to the site that is not offset from the intersection with
Ninde St (122-683(b)) and not offset from a commercial drive (122-683(b)) and no
striping (gravel area only) (122-683(i)) and no wheelstops (center of paved area) (122683(j));
(3) to omit the required off-street parking landscaping (122-684)
(4) to allow more than 20% of the parking be designated small car spaces (122-685)
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Figure 1: Land Use and Zoning of Surrounding Area
LAND USE
ZONING
Single-family residential, parking
Grocery store, shopping, services
Multifamily residential
Single-family residential

C, Center
C, Center
HC- Historic Corridor
HC- Historic Corridor

Figure 2: Subject Site Location
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Figure 3: Site Close-up (2015)

Figure 4: Site Aerial (per Google, 2017)
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Figure 5: 2011 Google Street View of site

Figure 6: 2017 Google Street View of site
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Variance 1
Sec. 122-672. Sidewalks.
ORDINANCE

§122-672

Sec. 122-672. Sidewalks.

a) For all development projects, either a new public sidewalk or if necessary the reconstruction of
existing sidewalks, must be provided along the perimeter of the lot which abuts any street. New or
reconstructed sidewalks must be aligned with existing or proposed sidewalks and must be
constructed to City standards and subject to Chapter 94 of the City Code of Ordinances.
b) This requirement may be modified by the Planning Commission as follows:
(1) A shared-use path may be provided in lieu of a sidewalk, upon a finding that any portion of the
perimeter of a lot is planned to be part of an area-wide non-motorized network that requires
such a facility.
(2) A fee in lieu of construction may be provided by the development in the amount of 100% of
the construction cost, upon a finding that any portion of the perimeter of a lot is included in a
transportation project programmed in the City’s 5-year Capital Improvement Plan, or with a
finding that sidewalk construction at this location is impractical due to lack of
connectivity. Any fee paid for this purpose is reserved for non-motorized improvements as a
part of the identified transportation project or for path and sidewalk construction throughout the
City, respectively.
(3) Any easement required for the construction, maintenance, or operation of a modified facility must
be included on the site plan at the time the modification is requested.

APPLICATION
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STANDARDS
§122-370(b)
Standards for Variances. A variance from the literal enforcement of this Ordinance may be
granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals only if all of the following standards are met.

(1) Literal enforcement of this chapter will pose practical difficulties to the applicant because of
special conditions or circumstances which are unique to the specific property such as:
exceptional shallowness or shape of the property, exceptional topographic conditions,
extraordinary situation of a building or structure, use or development of an adjacent
property, or difficulties relating to construction or structural changes on the site. Mere
inconvenience or a desire to attain higher financial return shall not itself be deemed
sufficient to warrant a variance.
The applicant notes that it would be difficult to provide sidewalk, landscaping, and curbing
along Photo St. due to its unique design. Photo is a short street that lacks curb & gutter; the
current paved parking area is paved to the edge, and the new gravel area is also graveled
to its edge. The area, in general, is highly connected. The zoning ordinance dictates that
the remedy for impractical sidewalk placement is a fee in lieu of construction. The applicant
is asking a variance to both not provide a sidewalk and not provide the fee-in-lieu.

(2) Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district under the terms of this chapter.
Granting of the variance shall not confer upon the applicant any special privilege that is
denied by this chapter to other lands, structures, or buildings in the same district.
This variance is unnecessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right enjoyed by others in this district. New and effectively new developments, including the
Thompson Block, are and have been responsible for adding, replacing, or upgrading the
public sidewalks at their perimeters.

(3) The alleged practical difficulties on which the variance request is based have not been
created by any person presently having an interest in the property.
The owner did not create the challenge of having the paved parking area abutting the
pavement of the street; the owner did place the gravel which also currently abuts the
street.

(4) The granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to
other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located.
Pedestrian safety is the most immediate concern regarding this variance. The applicant is
proposing a private pathway adjacent to the fence and building for pedestrians to access
the building entrance from the parking area. They would be responsible for keeping it clear
in winter, as they would with a public sidewalk, but enforcement regarding lack of care for a
private sidewalk is slower, generally, than with a public sidewalk. By not remitting a fee-inlieu, the applicant also hinders connectivity throughout the City generally, as the City uses
these funds to bridge gaps in sidewalk connectivity and construct shared-use paths to
improve safety.
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(5) The allowance of the variance will result in substantial justice being done, considering the
public benefits intended to be secured by this chapter, the individual hardships that will be
suffered by a failure of the Zoning Board of Appeals to grant the variance, and the rights of
others whose property would be affected by the allowance of the variance.
It does not appear as though substantial justice would be done by granting this variance.

(6) A variance granted shall be the minimum variance that will make possible a reasonable use
of the land, buildings, or structure.
A variance is not necessary to make a reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the Zoning Board of Appeals deny the variance request from §122-672,
Sidewalks, for 307 N River, with the following findings:
1. The applicant has not shown practical difficulty, per 122-320(b)(1).
2. This variance is not necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district under the terms of the zoning
ordinance §122-370(b)(2).
3. The owner did contribute to a portion of the alleged practical difficulty, by creating the
graveled parking area, per 122-320(b)(3).
4. The granting of the variance could negatively affect pedestrian safety, per 122-320(b)(4).
5. The allowance of the variance will not result in substantial justice being done, per §122370(b)(5).
6. This variance is not the minimum variance to make a reasonable use of the land, buildings,
or structure, per §122-370(b)(6).
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Variance 2
Sec. 122-683 Off-Street Parking Layout and Construction
Note: the paved parking area existed, and was considered legal-nonconforming, prior to 2015.
The applicant is proposing extensive changes to the layout and construction of that area in
addition to the complete addition of the gravel parking lot. Because of the proposed changes,
these variances requested apply to both parking areas.
ORDINANCE

§122-683

Sec. 122-683. Off-street Parking layout and construction for all other uses.

Off-street parking facilities required for multiple-family and nonresidential uses shall be located on the
same lot or parcel as the building or use they are intended to serve, or within 300 feet of such
building or use, measured from the nearest point of the building to the nearest point of the off-street
parking lot. A shared parking agreement or use easement for the land intended for shared parking
must be on file with the county register of deeds, in order for the shared parking spaces to satisfy the
quantity requirement. Parking spaces may be located within buildings or structures consistent with
the Building Code.
(a) Review and approval requirements. Except for off-street parking accessory to single-or twofamily dwelling units, review and approval is required for off-street parking areas in accordance with
Article III of this chapter.
(b) Ingress and egress. Adequate ingress and egress to such parking lot shall be provided by means of
clearly defined and limited drives having a minimum width of 20 feet for two-way traffic and 10 feet
for one-way traffic, with a maximum of 30 feet. All such drives shall be located so as to minimize
traffic congestion.
(1) On lots with a lot width of 100 feet or less, no more than one curb cut to a single street is
permitted.
(2) All curb cuts accessing Washtenaw Avenue (M-17) must comply with the Michigan Department of
Transportation M-17 Access Management Plan and the ReImagine Washtenaw Corridor
Improvement Study.
(3) All curb cuts and approaches to such parking lots shall comply with adopted City standards for
curb cuts.
(4) Ingress and egress for the parking area in an area zoned CN-Mid, CN, HC, NC, GC, C, HHS, PMD
shall not cross land zoned for P, R1 or CN-SF.
(5) Parking lot driveways shall be situated so as to minimize vehicle headlights from shining on
residential dwellings.
(6) Where possible, curb cuts shall be located across from any existing curb cuts on the opposite side
of the street, or shall be offset from any opposite-side curb cuts by at least 25 feet.
(NB: the easternmost curb cut is misaligned from the southern Sidetrack parking lot curbcut)
(7) No curb cut for a parking lot may be closer than 50 feet to the intersection of any two streets as
measured along the street right-of-way line. However, the Planning Commission may allow a curb
cut for a parking lot situated on a small land parcel located no closer than 20 feet to the
intersection of any two streets, upon finding that no other access points in compliance with City
Ordinances is possible due to the size of the parcel.
(c) Access. All parking spaces shall be provided adequate access by pedestrians and vehicles:
(1) Walkways in Parking Lots. Paved walkways a minimum of 5 feet in width shall be provided for
access to adjacent parks, commercial areas, transit stops, anticipated walkways and institutions.
Pedestrian movement shall be accommodated within parking lots through raised walkways,
marked crosswalks or similar methods.
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(2) Vehicular Access. All parking spaces must be accessible to vehicles by means of maneuvering
aisles. Except for one-and two-family uses, maneuvering or backing from a parking space directly
onto a street or walkway shall be prohibited, and all parking spaces shall be designed so that any
motor vehicle may be parked or unparked without moving another vehicle.
(d) Maneuvering drives. Each driveway providing access to an off-street parking lot containing five or
more parking spaces shall be a minimum of ten feet in width. Where a turning radius is necessary, it
shall be an arc that allows unobstructed vehicle flow.
(e) Surfacing. All parking and loading facilities and access drives shall be paved with a durable bonded
material in accordance with accepted engineering standards, or alternative surfacing materials to
minimize impervious surface and stormwater runoff, employ environmental and other best practices,
and achieve low impact design, at the discretion of the City Engineer. Use of pervious alternative
surfaces is encouraged in proximity to the Huron River and Paint Creek. Paving materials proposed to
improve aesthetics may also be considered by the City Planner and the Planning Commission.
Alternative surfaces proposed shall be reviewed by the City’s consulting engineer.
(f) Drainage. All off-street parking and loading areas shall be graded and drained to public storm
sewers. As an alternative, if in the opinion of the City’s consulting engineer, the soils are of a type
which will allow for efficient drainage, the use of drywells, infiltration trenches, swales, bio-retention
or other best management practices for controlling urban runoff quality are permitted. No surface
water shall be permitted to drain onto adjoining properties, unless there is a common engineered
drainage system shared with the adjoining property or an appropriate watershed easement has been
obtained. No surface water drainage from an off-street parking lot shall be permitted to drain across
a public sidewalk.
(g) Setback from street. Parking lot setbacks are designated by the zoning district in which they are
located. An allowed exception are circular drives, which may be located in a required minimum front
yard or street side yard, provided that such drives shall be designed so that no parking space is
located closer than 25 feet to any street right-of-way line.
(h) Setback from adjacent lot. Parking areas are required to be 10’ from any adjacent lot. Planning
Commission may waive this requirement in whole or in part with a finding that the lot shares a
common access and common parking with the adjoining lot, or that stormwater, landscaping, and
other similar concerns have been adequately addressed with other methods.
(i) Striping. For parking lots containing five or more spaces, all spaces shall be outlined with three-inch
wide strips of white or yellow paint, except that barrier-free spaces shall be blue, with a symbol of
compliance in blue, and signed in accordance with the State Barrier-Free Code.
(j) Wheel stops. For parking lots containing five or more spaces or accessory to commercial uses, wheel
stops or curbing shall be provided for all parking spaces to prevent any vehicle from projecting
beyond the parking lot area, bumping any wall or fence, or encroaching upon any landscaping. In all
cases where parking lots abut public or private sidewalks, continuous concrete curbing or bumper
stops, at least six inches high, shall be placed so that a motor vehicle cannot be driven or parked on,
or hang over, any part of any sidewalk.
(k) Lighting. With the exception of multiple-family dwellings on individual lots containing no more than
four units, parking and loading facilities utilized during night-time hours shall be artificially
illuminated. All such outdoor lighting shall meet the requirements of §122-609.
(l) Maintenance. All off-street parking areas, including striping, shall be maintained in good usable
condition, and when necessary shall be treated to prevent dust or other nuisances. Such parking
areas and drives shall also be kept free of litter, debris, and refuse.
(m) Additional requirements. In addition to the above requirements, parking areas shall comply with
additional requirements or conditions which may be deemed as reasonably necessary by the Planning
Commission for the protection of abutting lots.
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APPLICATION
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STANDARDS
§122-370(b)
Standards for Variances. A variance from the literal enforcement of this Ordinance may be
granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals only if all of the following standards are met.

(1) Literal enforcement of this chapter will pose practical difficulties to the applicant because of
special conditions or circumstances which are unique to the specific property such as:
exceptional shallowness or shape of the property, exceptional topographic conditions,
extraordinary situation of a building or structure, use or development of an adjacent
property, or difficulties relating to construction or structural changes on the site. Mere
inconvenience or a desire to attain higher financial return shall not itself be deemed
sufficient to warrant a variance.
(b)(6) offset access- driveway: There are no special conditions apparent. The center
of the Sidetrack driveway aligns roughly with the rear of the first aisle of parking. This
creates potential conflicts with turning vehicles; this alignment also makes navigating the
two entrances “illegible” – just close enough that a driver might believe them to align, then
misjudge the turn.

(b)(7) offset access- street: The applicant is proposing a total of three curbcuts on the
site: two for parking aisles in the paved parking area, and one for an entrance to the
graveled parking area. The eastmost aisle/ingress is in compliance; the middle and gravel
entrance are not. Ninde and Photo both are relatively narrow streets lacking in curb &
gutter; neither is a through street, and serve limited traffic. Treating the intersection of
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Photo and Ninde under (b)(6), permitting them to be perfectly aligned or offset 25’, rather
than (b)(7), could make sense. These intersections as proposed do not currently meet that
standard for driveways.

(i) striping: Striping is impractical upon graveled parking areas. The ordinance does not
yet have a provision permitting gravel parking areas to forego striping, as permitting gravel
for commercial parking areas is a relatively new allowance.
(j) wheel stops: The center three spaces in the paved parking area lack wheel
stops/bumper blocks, allowing vehicles to pull through and pull out from either direction.
There is no special condition on this site that necessitates the parking be arranged in such a
way.

(2) Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district under the terms of this chapter.
Granting of the variance shall not confer upon the applicant any special privilege that is
denied by this chapter to other lands, structures, or buildings in the same district.
(b)(6) offset access- driveway: In the Center district, many of the parking lot entrances
are located due to existing conditions- the entrances are where an alley or rail siding is or
was located, for instance. Staff has been unable to find a location with similarly misaligned
drives.
(b)(7) offset access- street: In and near the Center district, the examples of
misalignment or nearness to an intersection (500 N Congress, 317 W Cross, 317 N
Washington, 500 W Cross) seem to have occurred with either highly auto-oriented uses (gas
stations, bus station) or existed and have persisted for quite some time. All are considered
legal nonconforming at this time and will be required to conform in the case of a change of
use.
(i) striping: To the best of staff’s knowledge, all gravel lots in the City are unstriped.
(j) wheel stops: Wheel stops are a safety feature installed in the majority of parking lots
throughout the City, where there are no curbs.
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(3) The alleged practical difficulties on which the variance request is based have not been
created by any person presently having an interest in the property.
(b)(6) offset access- driveway: This is self-created.
(b)(7) offset access- street: This is largely self-created. The location of a utility pole
precisely south of the intersection does make direct alignment with Ninde challenging, but
there is quite a bit of space both west and east of the intersection.
(i) striping: This is self-created.
(j) wheel stops: This is self-created.

(4) The granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to
other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located.
(b)(6) offset access- driveway: The proposed layout is likely to contribute to driver
confusion and conflict.
(b)(7) offset access- street: The proposed layout is likely to contribute to driver
confusion and conflict. However, a layout which treats the intersection of Photo and
Ninde as driveways, and applying the standard of (b)(6) in lieu, would maintain safety.
(i) striping: This layout is likely to contribute to driver confusion and conflict. The
presence of wheelstops will likely ameliorate that to some degree, but they will likely be
obscured in the winter/snow.
(j) wheel stops: This layout is likely to contribute to driver confusion and conflict.

(5) The allowance of the variance will result in substantial justice being done, considering the
public benefits intended to be secured by this chapter, the individual hardships that will be
suffered by a failure of the Zoning Board of Appeals to grant the variance, and the rights of
others whose property would be affected by the allowance of the variance.
Staff does not believe that granting this variance would result in substantial justice being
done, with one exception: staff does support that the applicant be able to follow the
standards of 122-683(b)(6) in lieu of 122-683(b)(7) at the intersection of Ninde and Photo;
this would allow this intersection to be treated as a driveway intersection rather than a
street, which aligns with the way those streets are currently used.

(6) A variance granted shall be the minimum variance that will make possible a reasonable use
of the land, buildings, or structure.
A variance is not necessary to make a reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends the Zoning Board of Appeals approve the following variances for the
Cultivate Coffee & Tap House Improvements project:
1. A variance from 122-683(b)(7) at the intersection of Photo and Ninde, with the condition
that the standards of 122-683(b)(6) shall apply, with the following findings in alignment
with 122-320(b);
• Photo and Ninde streets are unique in their circulation patterns and low traffic volumes
• The granting of this variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare
• The granting of this variance will result in substantial justice, as it permits the applicant
greater design flexibility on a low-volume street without compromising traffic safety.
2. A variance from 122-683(i), to permit any gravel paving to omit striping, with the following
findings in alignment with 122-320(b);
• Gravel paving does not hold striping in the long term
• The applicant will provide wheelstops to indicate proper parking layout
• The granting of this variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare
Staff recommends the Zoning Board of Appeals deny the following variances for the Cultivate
Coffee & Tap House Improvements project:
1. A variance from 122-683(b)(6) regarding the drive alignment with the commercial parking
lot to the north, with the following findings in alignment with 122-320(b):
• The applicant has not shown practical difficulty beyond inconvenience.
• This variance is not necessary for the preservation &/or enjoyment of a substantial
property right.
• The alleged practical difficulty is self-created.
• The granting of the variance will have a negative impact upon traffic safety.
• The granting of the variance would not result in substantial justice being done.
• A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.
2. A variance from 122-683(j) regarding the omission of wheel stops, with the following
findings in alignment with 122-320(b):
• The applicant has not shown practical difficulty beyond inconvenience.
• This variance is not necessary for the preservation &/or enjoyment of a substantial
property right.
• The alleged practical difficulty is self-created.
• The granting of the variance will have a negative impact upon traffic safety.
• The granting of the variance would not result in substantial justice being done.
• A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.
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Variance 3
Sec. 122-684. Parking Screening and Landscaping
ORDINANCE

§122-684

Sec. 122-684. Parking Screening and Landscaping

(a) Intent. Separate landscape areas shall be provided within parking lots so as to break up the broad
expanse of pavement, mitigate heat island effect, support storm water management, and guide the
circulation of vehicular and pedestrian traffic.
(b) Required landscaping within off-street parking areas. Separate landscape areas shall be provided
within off-street parking areas in accordance with the following requirements:
(1) There shall be a minimum of one (1) tree for every eight (8) parking spaces, provided that a
landscape island shall be provided for no more than sixteen (16) continuous spaces.
(2) Landscape islands must meet the following size requirements:
(i) Landscape islands containing a tree shall be a minimum of 160 square feet and a minimum of
nine (9) feet wide.
(ii) Landscape islands containing a pedestrian pathway shall be a minimum of eleven (11) feet
wide, with a pathway of a minimum width of five (5) feet and minimum three (3) feet wide
landscape area on both sides.
(iii) If landscaped islands are not used for storm water infiltration, the islands must be raised and
curbed.
(3) The ends of all parking aisles and corners shall be protected with a curbed island.
(4) A minimum distance of three (3) feet from the backside of the curb and the proposed landscape
plantings shall be provided. Where vehicles overhang a landscape island or strip, a minimum
distance of five (5) feet from the backside of the curb and the proposed landscape plantings shall
be provided.
(5) Shrubs and/or ground covers which will not impede vehicular visibility in accordance with this
Ordinance may also be included.
(c) Required Landscaping at the Perimeter of Off-Street Parking Areas, Loading Zones, and Access Drives.
Separate landscape areas shall be provided at the perimeter of off-street parking areas in accordance
with the following requirements. This landscaping cannot be counted toward any other landscaping
requirement except for the “site landscaping” minimum percentage.
(1) Off-street parking areas in the side and rear yard which abut a R-1, MD, CN, CN-Mid, CN-SF
zoning district must be screened in accordance with §122-634.
(2) All off-street parking areas that are visible from a public road shall be screened from view with a
solid wall or landscape planting achieving at least 80% opacity year-round at least three (3) feet
in height but no more than four (4) feet in height, in conformance with §122-675.
(3) All land between a parking lot and any street right-of-way shall be kept free from refuse and
debris and must be landscaped. The ground area shall be planted in lawn or other live ground
covering. All such landscaping and plantings shall be maintained in a healthy, growing condition,
neat and orderly in appearance.
(d) Landscaped areas, walls, structures, and walks shall be properly protected from vehicular
encroachment or overhang through appropriate wheel stops or curbs, as well as a distance of at least
3 feet.
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APPLICATION

STANDARDS
§122-370(b)
Standards for Variances. A variance from the literal enforcement of this Ordinance may be
granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals only if all of the following standards are met.

(1) Literal enforcement of this chapter will pose practical difficulties to the applicant because of
special conditions or circumstances which are unique to the specific property such as:
exceptional shallowness or shape of the property, exceptional topographic conditions,
extraordinary situation of a building or structure, use or development of an adjacent
property, or difficulties relating to construction or structural changes on the site. Mere
inconvenience or a desire to attain higher financial return shall not itself be deemed
sufficient to warrant a variance.
(b)(3) aisle protection: The applicant proposes striped islands at the north end of two of
the parking aisles proposed, in the paved area. These are not sufficient to protect parked
vehicles from turning cars, will be obscured by snow in the winter, and will likely be parked
over during peak hour, potentially obstructing traffic on Photo Street. The applicant states
that the practical difficulty is found in the potential reduction in the number of parking
spaces and the lack of curb & gutter on Photo. Although the pavement and the building
were existing in 2014/15, this parking layout is new, and created by the applicant. There
are no parking requirements in the Center district, as it is a dense, walkable, historic area;
there is no parking standard the applicant must meet.
(c)(2) screening: The applicant is not proposing any screening of the graveled or paved
parking areas from the Photo right of way. The applicant notes that practical difficulty is
found in the potential reduction of number of parking spaces; however, there is no parking
minimum to which the applicant must adhere.
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(d) encroachment: In the gravel parking area, the wheelstops are directly adjacent to the
“walkway,” which is presumed to also be gravel. Standard vehicle overhang would
significantly narrow this walkway. Likewise the westernmost paved parking shows
wheelstops immediately adjacent to landscaping; vehicles would likely encroach. On the
easternmost aisle of parking, the wheelstops are set such that the entire paved walkway
would be occluded by overhang; this is particularly challenging at this location due to the
barrier-free space location.

(2) Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district under the terms of this chapter.
Granting of the variance shall not confer upon the applicant any special privilege that is
denied by this chapter to other lands, structures, or buildings in the same district.
(b)(3) aisle protection: The Center district has few private parking lots; most predate the
protected aisle-end requirement and are considered to be legal nonconforming. New parking
lots are required to conform. Construction of a new lot that does not protect end vehicles
from traffic is not a property right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district.
(c)(2) screening: The Center district has few private parking lots; several predate the
screening requirement and are considered to be legal nonconforming. New parking lots are
required to conform. Construction of a new lot without screening is not a property right
enjoyed by other property owners in the same district.
(d) encroachment: The Center district has few private parking lots; most predate the
encroachment requirement and are considered to be legal nonconforming. New parking lots
are required to conform. Construction of a new lot that allows vehicles to encroach
walkways is not a property right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district.

(3) The alleged practical difficulties on which the variance request is based have not been
created by any person presently having an interest in the property.
(b)(3) aisle protection: The applicant is not required to add parking per the code. The
previously existing parking layout with seven spaces would have been acceptable as legal
nonconforming under the code, with the conversion of one space to barrier-free. The
proposed layout is of the applicant’s choosing.
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(c)(2) screening: The applicant is not required to add parking per the code. The addition
of the graveled area was done without benefit of site plan or, staff believes, measurement
to ensure it would serve parking needs adequately. The supposed need for a variance is
entirely self-created.
(d) encroachment: This encroachment could simply be an oversight and is easily
remedied, to some degree, by moving the wheelstops back 2-3’.

(4) The granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to
other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located.
(b)(3) aisle protection: The eastern aisle-end is directly opposite the exit from a
commercial parking lot. By only having a painted aisle-end here, vehicles parked in this area
are at greater risk of crashes from traffic exiting that parking lot. Both aisle-ends abut a
public right-of-way, placing them at greater risk of conflict with passing traffic.
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(c)(2) screening: The requirements for screening is intended to minimize the impact an
expanse of parking has upon the aesthetics of the surrounding area; in this case,
landscaping would also help to minimize runoff from the parking areas.
(d) encroachment: The requirements regarding encroachment are intended to protect
landscaping or the pedestrian walkway, as applicable.

(5) The allowance of the variance will result in substantial justice being done, considering the
public benefits intended to be secured by this chapter, the individual hardships that will be
suffered by a failure of the Zoning Board of Appeals to grant the variance, and the rights of
others whose property would be affected by the allowance of the variance.
(b)(3) aisle protection: Lack of aisle protection would not result in substantial justice
being done. It would place parked vehicles at increased risk of collision and increase the
likelihood of vehicles parking in the right-of-way.
(c)(2) screening: Lack of screening would not result in substantial justice being done.
The lack of the aesthetic benefit intended to be secured by the ordinance, as well as the
potential stormwater benefit once the gravel and ground become compacted, would
negatively impact the neighboring properties without securing a balancing benefit to the
applicant.
(d) encroachment: Lack of properly placed wheelstops would not result in substantial
justice being done. We believe this placement to be in error.

(6) A variance granted shall be the minimum variance that will make possible a reasonable use
of the land, buildings, or structure.
(b)(3) aisle protection: A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible
without this variance.
(c)(2) screening: A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without
this variance.
(d) encroachment: A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible
without this variance.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the Zoning Board of Appeals deny the following variances for the Cultivate
Coffee & Tap House Improvements project:
1. A variance from 122-684(b)(3) regarding the provision of curbed aisle-ends for the
easternmost two bays of parking, with the following findings in alignment with 122-320(b):
• The applicant has not shown practical difficulty beyond inconvenience.
• This variance is not necessary for the preservation &/or enjoyment of a substantial
property right.
• The alleged practical difficulty is self-created.
• The granting of the variance will have a negative impact upon traffic safety.
• The granting of the variance would not result in substantial justice being done.
• A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.
2. A variance from 122-684(c)(2) regarding the provision of screening between the parking
areas and Photo Street, with the following findings in alignment with 122-320(b):
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The applicant has not shown practical difficulty beyond inconvenience.
This variance is not necessary for the preservation &/or enjoyment of a substantial
property right.
The alleged practical difficulty is self-created.
The granting of the variance will have a negative impact upon aesthetics and
stormwater management.
The granting of the variance would not result in substantial justice being done.
A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.

3. A variance from 122-684(d) regarding the location of wheelstops, with the following findings
in alignment with 122-320(b):
• We believe the location shown to be in error.
• The applicant has not shown practical difficulty.
• This variance is not necessary for the preservation &/or enjoyment of a substantial
property right.
• The alleged practical difficulty is self-created.
• The granting of the variance will have a negative impact upon pedestrian safety and
accessibility, as well as landscaping durability.
• The granting of the variance would not result in substantial justice being done.
• A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.
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Variance 4
Sec. 122-685. Parking Dimensions
ORDINANCE

§122-685

Sec. 122-685. Parking Dimensions

(a) All off-street parking facilities required by this chapter shall be of adequate size and design to provide
safe and reasonably direct ingress and egress from an alley or street. All parking spaces shall be
adequate for parking a motor vehicle with room for opening doors on both sides.
(b) Parking spaces required by this article shall be at least 9 feet wide and 18 feet long (16 feet long if 2
feet of overhang is provided when parking against a curb). Spaces directly adjacent to a fence, wall
or enclosure shall be increased by 1 foot in width. Barrier free parking spaces must be designed as
required by and in conformity with state law.
(c) Up to 20% of the parking spaces may be designated as small car spaces, which shall be at least 8
feet wide and 16 feet long and clearly signed for "compact cars."
(d) Up to 10% of the parking spaces may be designated as motorcycle spaces, which shall be at least 5
feet wide and clearly signed for "motorcycles."
(e) Minimum Standards. The minimum standards for parking spaces and aisles are indicated in the table
below.
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APPLICATION

STANDARDS
§122-370(b)
Standards for Variances. A variance from the literal enforcement of this Ordinance may be
granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals only if all of the following standards are met.

(1) Literal enforcement of this chapter will pose practical difficulties to the applicant because of
special conditions or circumstances which are unique to the specific property such as:
exceptional shallowness or shape of the property, exceptional topographic conditions,
extraordinary situation of a building or structure, use or development of an adjacent
property, or difficulties relating to construction or structural changes on the site. Mere
inconvenience or a desire to attain higher financial return shall not itself be deemed
sufficient to warrant a variance.
The applicant is proposing five “regular” parking spaces, one motorcycle space, one
compact space, and one barrier-free space in the paved area, and 13 “small car” spaces in
the graveled area. The two-way maneuvering aisle in the graveled area is 16’ of a required
22’; the maneuvering aisles in the paved area are 18’ of a required 22’. The proposed
difficulty alleged by the applicant lies in redesigning the current layout, which was
constructed without benefit of review or permits.

(2) Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district under the terms of this chapter.
Granting of the variance shall not confer upon the applicant any special privilege that is
denied by this chapter to other lands, structures, or buildings in the same district.
Allowance of “small car” spaces is new since 2014. In addition, from approximately the
1970s to 2014 parking spaces were required to be 9’x20’, although staff could grant a
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waiver to 18’. To the best of staff’s knowledge, there are no lots in the City with more than
70% small car spaces.

(3) The alleged practical difficulties on which the variance request is based have not been
created by any person presently having an interest in the property.
The difficulties are self-created.

(4) The granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to
other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located.
The tightness of the parking area will likely lead to increased traffic conflicts.

(5) The allowance of the variance will result in substantial justice being done, considering the
public benefits intended to be secured by this chapter, the individual hardships that will be
suffered by a failure of the Zoning Board of Appeals to grant the variance, and the rights of
others whose property would be affected by the allowance of the variance.
The public benefit intended to be secured by the ordinance is traffic and parking safety.
Substantial justice would not be done.

(6) A variance granted shall be the minimum variance that will make possible a reasonable use
of the land, buildings, or structure.
A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the Zoning Board of Appeals deny the following variance for the Cultivate
Coffee & Tap House Improvements project:
1. A variance from 122-685(c) and 122-685(e) regarding the percentage of small vehicle
spaces as well as maneuvering aisle dimensions, with the following findings in alignment
with 122-320(b):
• The applicant has not shown practical difficulty.
• This variance is not necessary for the preservation &/or enjoyment of a substantial
property right.
• The alleged practical difficulty is self-created.
• The granting of the variance will have a negative impact upon traffic safety.
• The granting of the variance would not result in substantial justice being done.
• A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.
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SUMMARY
All Variances
Staff recommends the Zoning Board of Appeals approve the following variances for the
Cultivate Coffee & Tap House Improvements project:
1. A variance from §122-683(b)(7) at the intersection of Photo and Ninde, with the
condition that the standards of 122-683(b)(6) shall apply, with the following findings in
alignment with 122-320(b);
• Photo and Ninde streets are unique in their circulation patterns and low traffic volumes;
• The granting of this variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare;
• The granting of this variance will result in substantial justice, as it permits the applicant
greater design flexibility on a low-volume street without compromising traffic safety.
2. A variance from §122-683(i), to permit any gravel paving to omit striping, with the
following findings in alignment with 122-320(b);
• Gravel paving does not hold striping in the long term;
• The applicant will provide wheelstops to indicate proper parking layout;
• The granting of this variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare.
Staff recommends the Zoning Board of Appeals deny the following variances for the Cultivate
Coffee & Tap House Improvements project:
3. A variance from §122-672 regarding the installation or fee-in-lieu for sidewalks along
Photo, with the following findings in alignment with 122-320(b):
• The applicant has not shown practical difficulty beyond inconvenience.
• This variance is not necessary for the preservation &/or enjoyment of a substantial
property right.
• The alleged practical difficulty is self-created with regards to the placement of the
graveled lot.
• The granting of the variance will have a negative impact upon pedestrian safety.
• The granting of the variance would not result in substantial justice being done.
• A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.
4. A variance from §122-683(b)(6) regarding the drive alignment with the commercial
parking lot to the north, and from §122-683(j) regarding the omission of wheel stops,
with the following findings in alignment with 122-320(b):
• The applicant has not shown practical difficulty beyond inconvenience.
• This variance is not necessary for the preservation &/or enjoyment of a substantial
property right.
• The alleged practical difficulty is self-created.
• The granting of the variance will have a negative impact upon traffic safety.
• The granting of the variance would not result in substantial justice being done.
• A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.
5. A variance from §122-684(b)(3) regarding the provision of curbed aisle-ends for the
easternmost two bays of parking, from §122-684(c)(2) regarding the provision of
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screening between the parking areas and Photo Street, and from §122-684(d) regarding
the location of wheelstops, with the following findings in alignment with 122-320(b):
• The applicant has not shown practical difficulty beyond inconvenience.
• This variance is not necessary for the preservation &/or enjoyment of a substantial
property right.
• The alleged practical difficulty is self-created.
• The granting of the variance will have a negative impact upon traffic safety, aesthetics,
stormwater management, pedestrian safety and accessibility, as well as landscaping
durability.
• .The granting of the variance would not result in substantial justice being done.
• A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.
6. A variance from §122-685(c) regarding the percentage of small vehicle spaces and §122685(e) regarding maneuvering aisle dimensions, with the following findings in alignment
with 122-320(b):
• The applicant has not shown practical difficulty.
• This variance is not necessary for the preservation &/or enjoyment of a substantial
property right.
• The alleged practical difficulty is self-created.
• The granting of the variance will have a negative impact upon traffic safety.
• The granting of the variance would not result in substantial justice being done.
• A reasonable use of the land, buildings, or structure is possible without this variance.
Bonnie Wessler
City Planner, Community & Economic Development Division
Cynthia Kochanek
Preservation Planner, Community & Economic Development Division
Sarah Stachnik
Community and Economic Development Intern
c.c.
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